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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. 

AgrIcultural IlUplelUents. 
PLANT-SETTER.-JOSEPH C. MORRIS, Tampa, Fla. 

By means of this instrument openings for plants can 
be made in the ground and plants growing in sandy 
soil can be watered without causing the operator to as
sume a fatigning, stooping posture. 'fhe plant-setter is 
provided with a vessel in which water is stored. A tubu
lar shaft is attached to the vessel and has an opening 
within the vessel. A drill is attached to the shaft and 
has an opening therein communicating with the opening 
in the sbaft. A valve normally closes the opening in 
the drill aud is connected with a lever. By operating the 
lever, the water may be allowed to flow through the drill 
into th� ground, thus providing sufficient moisture 
to nourish the roots of the plants to be placed in the 
hole. 

BRUSH-CUTTING MACHINE. -ALFRED L. HAST
INGS and LUCIUS M. SCOTT, San Jose, Cal. This ma
chine is provided with curved rake-teeth, the upper ends 
of which are hung loosely on a shaft supported in the 
frame of the machine. The points of the teeth extend in 
a forward direction close to the ground Knife-guards 
supported on a transverse rod, extend between the rake
teeth at tbe rear and above the points thereof, the lower 
edges of the guards being curved upwardly and forwardly 
from the r8,ke-teeth, and the lower ends of the guard
points extending below the top surface of the rake-teeth, 
wben tbe latter are in operative position. Revoluble S
shaped cutters are secnred on a transverse shaft jour
oaled in the frame forward of the rod carrying the 
guarDs, and operate in conjunction witb the guards to 
cnt the brush passing up the teeth and onto the curved 
edges. The cutters aTe rotated by moving the machine 
over the ground. 

STUMP-BURNER AND INSECT·EXTERMINA
TOR.-VICTOR RrEKE, Franklin, Minn. This appara
tus comprises a wheelel vehicle, a rotary table on the 
vehicle, one or more concentrating lenses adjustably 
mounted on the table, and a heat-plate carried by the 
vehicle and receiving the rays of the sun after these rays 
have been brought to a focns by the lenses. In burning 
stumps or cracking stones, the vehicle is brought close 
to the stump or stone, and the table adjusted so as to 
cause the lenses to concentrate the sun's rays upon' the 
object. In destroying insects, the rays are concentrated 
upon the heat-plate, the vehicle with its heated plate 
being then passed over the grass to destroy the insects by 
the radiation of the heat. 

MechanIcal DevIces. 
ORE-CONCENTRATOR.-DAvID D. I,ORD, Colora

do Springs, Col. This are· concentrator comprises a 
series of inclined plates, a drum having pockets to re
ceive material from the plates, a receiver forward of the 
upper end plates and a vertically-movable gate between 
the receiver and the plates. A cylinder is mounted to 
rotate in the lower portion of the receiver and has � series 
of chambers extended through it, these chambers having 
outward openings into the receiver, independent pipe 
connections with the chambers and valve-controlled out
lets leading into boxings at the lower portion of the re
ceiver. The receiver is half-filled with water and the 
crn$hed are placed therein. Water is injected into the 
chambers of the cylinder and forced out through slots. 
By adjusting the valves, the amount and force of the wa
ter used in separating the are may be regulated. 

SEED-CLEANER.-WILLIAM A. RICE, Jerseyville, 
Ill. By means of this invention most forms of grain can 
be' quickly and conveniently cleaned. The device con
Sists, essentially of an endless belt passing about roller" 
up an incline, loca� at one or more pojnts on itt� COUfse. 
The seed is delivered upon the belt at the bottom of the 
Incline, and is prevented by gravity from passing up the 
incline. The foreign matter is, however, caught by the 
belt and carried over a roller. 

COIN-FREED MACHINE.-MARTIN HOMMEL, Geis
tingen, Germany. The purpose of the present invention 
i. to provide cloak-rooms and similar places with devices 
by means of which the services of a special attendant are 
renaered unnecessary, the articles deposited being safe
guarded against theft. The device in question consists of 
a holder so arranged that hats, cloaks, sticks, or the like, 
after the insertion of a coin, can be securely fastened by 
means of a key. This key is at the same time auto
matically delivered to the user. When used again to 
unlock the holder, the key is held automatically in 
position, so that it cannot be taken away while the 
holder is released. 

WIND-WHEEL APPARATUS.-CAS8IUS S. GRAVES. 
Bad Axe, Mich. With an upright support and a hollow 
driven shaft hung from the support and rotatable there
on, is connected a crown-wheel secured on the upper end 
of the driven shaft and rotatable on the support. A hol
low cross-head revoluble on the upper part of the driven 
shaft is provided with a lateral arm having a loose bear
ingon the upper side of the crown-wheel. A wind-wheel 
having a pinion meshed with the crown-wheel rotates on 
a shaft projecting from the cross-head. A vane is hinged 
to swing laterally on a shaft projecting from the cross
head. By means of a flexible connection extending 
from the vane through the cross-head and hollow driven 
shaft, the vane is controlled and enabled to cause the 
wind-wi\eels constantly to face a wind-current. The ad
vantages claimed for this invention are its simplicity lllld 
cheapness. 

MECHANISM FOR CONVERTING MOTION.
FRED C. THOMPSON, BurtDn, Wash. This mechanism 
is provided with a shaft to which a wheel is fixed. Two 
disks loosely mounted on a shaft are arranged one on 
each side of the wheel. Eac" disk carries a clutch which 
engages the wheel and imparts movement thereto when 
the disks move, each in a certain directifJn. A gear
wheel is employed in connection with each diSk. Two 
sectors swinging independently on a common axis re
spectively engage the gear-wheels and are mpR ble of 
oscillating in a plane transversely to the shaft, whereby 
the shaft is continuously driven. Independently recip
rocal rods ara connected with and swing the sector •. 
The mechanism is particularly applicable to wind
mills. 

KaUW'ay ApplIances. 
RAILROAD-TIE PLATE. -SIMON D. S. NARBER, 

Le Grand, la. The plate for railroad-ties provided by 

J titutifit �tUttitau. 
this invention is an improvement upon a similar con
trivance patented by the same inventor. The present 
device has a base-plate lying lIat and solidly oh top of the 
tie and adapted to fit underneath the rail. 'l'he base-plate 
has a groove or receSs on its underside transversely to the 
rail and opening at Its edges. Forked clamp-bolts are also 
provided, one prong of which is adapted to lie above the 
tie but to lock under the base plate in the groove or re
cess, and the other on top of the base-flange of the rail. 
A fastening device at the outer end of the clamp-bolts 
secures the latter to the tie. 

MlIiicellaneous InventIons. 
ARTIFICIAL LIMB.-REDMON F. SMITH, Gallatin, 

Mo. It is the purpose of this invention to provide an 
artificial limb for legs amputated either above or be
low the knee. With the lower member a foot is con
nected. A sleeve forms the lower part of this member 
and has on opposite sides vertical slots provided with 
npwardly -inclined notches. A foot shank-piece is 
adapted to fit in the sleeve and has lateral, headed pins 
adapted to slide in the slots and engage the notches 
The leg.members are pivoted together. To the lower 
portIOn of the upper member a spring is permanently 
attached at the rear side. With transversely fixed cross
bars the lower portion of the spring has free sliding 
contact, the spring working on the upper bar as a point 
of leverage. 

DISPLAY-CASE.-WILLIAM H. GASSAWAY, Vic:or, 
Col. The display-case of this inventor belongs to that 
class of display_stands provided with a central post hav
iug traye or shelve.. The case revolves about a vertical 
axis. The corner posts are connected at the top by two 
carved arches. Shelves, in two sizes, are placed alter
nately on the center-post and are securely heJd in position 

TRUNK-FASTENING. - GEORGE A.  TuCKFIELD, 
Salt Lake City, Utah. The trunk-fastening provided by 
this inventor belongs to that class in which chains or 
ropes are made to encircle the trunk 80 that by means of 
a t.ension device the chain or rope may be properly 
strained. The present fastening consists of a main chain 
having connection with a turnbuckle. A branch chain 
is attached to the main chain, and is capable of connec
tion with the turnbuckle. A lock holds the branch chain 
in the connectiun. 

AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF FOR WATER-SPOUTS.
WILLIAM A, MADDIN, Muscogee, Indian Ter. In its 
natural position this cut-aff is designed to conduct the 
water that first falls on the roof to the wa.te pipe; but 
after a short period, when the roof has been washed by 
the first flow of water, the cut-off will automatically so 
change its position as to direct the flow of water from 
the roof to the cislern-pipe until the rain ceases, where
upon the cut-off will again retnrn to its normal or natu
ral position. The cut-off may be held stationary when
ever so desired, and the water may be made to 1I0w con
tinuously to the waste pipe. 

MUSIC-SHEET AND TURNING DEVICE THERE-
FOR.-ALMON J. PIERCE, New York city. With roll
ers and a motor for rotating the rollers at a uniform 
speed, are connected mu€ic-.heets having tbe time of the 
mnsic printed thereon and the staves dIfferently spaced 
so as to accommodate the time of the music to the speed 
of the motor. As the forward movement of the motor 
is uniform in velocity, it is necessary so to print the 
staves of the music·sheet as to compensate for the rela
tion between the speed of the motor and time of the 
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Marine Iron Works. ChicagO. Catalogue free. 
}I�or mining engines. J. S. Mundy, Newark, N. J 
u U. S." Metal Polish. IndianapoLis. Samples free. 
Gasoline Brazing Forge., Turner Brass Works, Chicago. 
Yankee Notions. Waterbury Button Co., W aterb'y. Ct. 
Handle & Spoke Mchy. Ober Lathe CO.,Chagrin E'alls,O. 
Spool & variety turning & printing. H. H. Frary, Wa· 

terbury, Vt. 
The Model Engineer. Send 8 ets. for sample number. 

Span & Chamberlain, 12 Cortlandt St., New York. 
FERRACUT.El Machine Co., Bridgeton, N. J. Full 

line of Presses, Dies and othel'Sheet Meta1 Machinery, 
Easy Experim'ts of Organic Chemistry. Book by Prof. 

Appleton. 60 cents. Snow & Farnham, Providence, R. J. 
Inventions developed and perfected. Designing and 

machine work. Garvin Machine Co., 141 Varick St., N. Y 
Hub, spoke, wheel, bending. and handle machinery. 

Single machines or full equi pmenLs, by the Defiance 
Machine Works. Defiance, Ohio, U. S. A. 

The celebrated" Hornsby-Akroyd '1 Patent Safety Oil 
Engine is built by the De La V ergne Refrigeratin� Ma
chine Company. Fo( t of East 138th Street, New York. 

The best book for electrICians and beginners in elec-
music. tricity is" Experimental Science," by Geo. M. Hopkins. 

PROCESS OF PRODUCING CARBIDS AND MET-
By mail, �4, Munn & Co., publishers. 3 61 Broadway, N. Y. 

by spring-bracket •. The construction is such as to per- ALS OR ALLOYS SIMULTANEOUSLY.-HEINRICH 
mit the stand to revolve and display the articles placed ASCHERMANN, Cassel, Germany. The inventor of the 
on the shelves. present process claims that he has secured a greater sav-

nr Send for new and complete catalogue of Scientific 
and other Books for sale by Munn & Co, 361 Broadway 
New York. Free on application. 

UMBRELLA,-THOMAS A. WILKINSON and ANNA C. ing of energy in electric furnaces than can be obtained by 
WILKINSON, Cincinnati, O. In this folding' umbrella, the uee of metal sulfids. He has at the same time secured 
various improvements are embodied hy means of which the production of carbids, by adding a sufficient quan
the umbrella may be folded into a small space. The I tity of carbon to a mixture of an oxid of one metal and a 
ribs of the umbrella are composed of members sliding sulfid of a different metal. Under the action of the elec
one upon the other at their meeting ends, and provided trical current, the inventor states that the carbon will 
with devices that connect the members and lock the combine with the metal having the greater affinity there
outer one when extended. One of these members has a for, while the other compound will be reduced to the 
curved portion at its locking end, which portion may be metallic state. The carbid,'it is claimed, is as pure as 
straightened to unlock the members and permit the nm_ that produced in the ordinary way, while the consump
brella to collapse. The umbrella-stick is jointed so that tion of current is, according to the" inventor, at least 
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NalUes and Add"ess must accompany all letters 
or no attention will be paid thereto. ThIS is for OUI 
information and not for publication. 

References to former articles or answers should 
give date of paper and paf(e or number of question. it can be readily folded. forty per cent less. 

FOLDING-UMBRELLA.- THOMAS A. WILKINSON FIRE-FBCAPE.-.JA11ES REIDY and JAMES NAUGH- InquIrIes not answered ill reasonable time should 
be repeated; correspondents will bear in mind that 
some answers require not a little research, and 
though we endeavor to reply to all either by lettei 
or in this department. each must take his turn. 

and FREDERICK A. WILKINSON, Cincinnati, O. In order 
that the umbrella provided by this invention may be 
readily folded, the ribs are made in inner and outer sec
tions slidably connected by loops spaced apart. The 
portions between the loops form a spring, which is 
shortened by extending the rib to position for use. . A 
stretcher is pivoted t o one of the sections and has a cam 
by which the sections are clamped together when the 
umbrella is opened for nse. The nmbrella-stick is 
jointed to permit it to be readily folded. 

TROLLEY-POLE-VIRGIL A. MASON, Austin, Tex. 
The improvemenlsembodied in this inventiun seek to pro
vide a simple construction whereby a trolley,pole may 
yield laterally to conform with curves and may yield verti
cally at ItS upper end to pass hangers and other obstruc
tions on the wire. To permit the lateral play of the trolley
wheel, the inventor provides the pole with a flattened 
portion setting vertically edgewise, thns giving sufficient 
strength vertically and permitting the lateral bending of 
the pole to enable the wheel to adjust itself to the wire 
when passing curves. To permit the pole to adjust itself 
vertically, the inventor makes his pole in a butt-section 
and a wheel-section, the former being pivotally ' con
nected with the car and the latter jointed to the butt
section. By means of a spring, the wheel is pressed 
flrmly against the wire, tbe construction, however, enab
ling the pole to yield downwardly in order to pass ob
structions on the wire. 

GATE.---BENJAMTN H. HESTER. McAlester. Indian 
Ter. The purpose of this invention is to provide a gate 
which may be automatictllly operated by the person 
riding or driving toward and from the gate. When a 
vehicle approaches the gate, its front wheel will operate 
a lever to release a detent momentarily, causing the gate 
to swing one step and bringing one of four stop projec
ti".... on the gate into contact with the detent. The de
tent wiiI then be released by the hind wheel of the vehi
cle and the gate will be opened. These operations of the 
tripping lever and the resnlting opening of the gate will 
lower a weight, which will be rewound by the pressure 
of tbe vehicle on the lever. As the vehicle moves through 
and from the gate, ii,s wheels will actuate another trip
ping-lever, to operate the detent-bolt twice, causing t.he 
weight to readjust the gate to its closed po€ition. 

INCUBATOR.-EDGAR B. FISHER, United, Pa. This 
incubator comprises a casing, a hot-air-tank in the upper 
portion, and partitions extending from the hot-air-inlet 
end of the tank nearly to the opposite end, thns providing 
three communicating chambers. The center chamber is 
shallower at the hot-air inlet end than at the other end. 
A hot-air, flue communicates with the center chamber at 
its shallow end. A jacket surrounds the flue and a con
duit leads from the jacket to the interior Df the casing 
below the hot-air. tank. A water-vessel is provided to 
suprly, by means of the conduit, the moisture necesAary 
to the hatching of the eggs. 

EXPANSION-BOLT.-JAMES F. DOWNES, New York 
city. This expansion. bolt comprises a sleeve formed as 
a short tube-section, having longitudinal slots therein 
extending mwardly from one end and an exterior peri
pheral bead or flange at the split end. A cone is adapted 
to enter the split end of the sleeve and has a cyli ndrical 
section at its small end whereby the sleeve is enabled to 
hold the cone without being itself expanded. A thread
ed bolt draws the cone into the sleeve. 

GUN-SUPPORT.-AuGUST W. ZUBERBIER, Logan, 
Minn. In order to enable a gnn to be balanced or sup
ported when being carried to relieve the gnnner from 
fatigue, this inventor has devised a support conSisting of 
an adjustable strap passing around the shoulders, the 
members of which converge and meet at their lower 
ends. being continued for a short distance after meeting. 
A hook, shaped to receive the gun, is held between the 
meeting ends of the strap and inclosed thereby, wliereby 
a covering is formed for the hook. 

TON, Pontoosuc, Mass. This invention provides an im
provement in fire-escapes of that class in which a spool 
carrying a cable is used, means being provided by which 
the spool's turning may be controlled. The fire-escape 
comprises a frame formed in two parts, hinged together 
and' provided with shaft bearings in the hinged joint, 
means being provided by which the two parts may be 
rotated together. A shaft is mounted in the bearings in 
the frame and has a thrust-bearing at one end. The 
spool is journaled on the shaft and is engaged by fric
tion-disks held against rotation. The upper section of 
the frame is provided with a cable-guide. A belt, by 
means of which a person may be lowered, is suspended 
from the lower section of the frame. 

ROTARY RACK.-JORN F. FINAN, Lonaconing, Md. 
By this device the inventor seeks to provide a simple 
construction of rack in which the arms supporting the 
garments are carried by slides operating in an upright 
post of special construction, the slides being so ar
ranged llnd engaged that one, two, or all may be raised 
at one operation. The arms are so arranged relatively to 
the slides and coacting parts that the slides may be set 
to hold the arms at half-mast. The slides may be di_ 
vided traD$versely into sections, so that one or more 
arms may be adjusted for use independently uf the 
others, 

DesIgns. 

GAME-BOARD.-JAMES P. NOLAN, Westfield, Conn. 
The leading feature of the design consists of a star
shaped figure arranged within a rectangular base, the 
edges of which ba�e are raised. Following the outline 
of the star is a five-sided figure. 

PUZZLE-CASE.-JAMES H. McNEILL, Mineral City, 
Va. This design provides a puzzle-case having a coni
cal bottom provided at the apex with a cavity. A verti
cal inclosing wall surrounds the bottom. The puzzle 
consists in attempting to roll a ball up thp conical bot.. 
tom so as to cause thli ball to fall throngh the cavity. 
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(7514) F. J. T. asks: What would be 
the horse power of the smallest dynamo which would 
f urnish current sufficient for the amateur furnace de
scribed in SUPPLEMENT, N o. 118� Y A. The electrical 
furnace is rated to nse about 10 amperes at no volts. A 
dynamo capable of giving this current should have about 
2 horse power in the engine which rons it. This furnace 
is but a little one. 

. (7515) R. B. C. asks for a formula for a 
good cheap liquid laundry bluing. I wish to manufac
ture it on a small scale. A. Water, 15 parts; dissolve in 
this 1),2 parts indigo carmine. Add % part gum arabic. 

INDEX OF INVENTIONS 
For which Letters Patent of the 

United States were (jranted 

OCTOBER. 25, 1898, 

AND EACH BEARING THAT DATE. 

1 See note at end of list about copies of these patents.] 

Advertising machine, J. A. Marsh ............ ..... 613,166 
Agricultural implements, Bulky or riding attach-

ment for, G. W. Babcock .................. .,,, .. 613,051 
Air brake, W. 'r. Hamar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . .  613,142 

EGG-CARTON FILLER - ROBERT J. BARKLEY, Air brake apparatus, automatic cutoff for. W. T. 
Chanute, Kan. The leading feature of this design con- Air \!�t��t�g,;;P)'r:A. Ci;rist;ens·en::::·:.:·:.:::.:·:.: m;gilj 
sists in an oblong filler presenting three longitudinal Alarm. See Speed indicating alarm. 
strips,crossed by other strips, with the outer two strips l.���:li��a�o�: �'. ��I�lliOii:::;:::::::::::::::::::: �ii:ll8� 
of the first-named three at the end portions of the 
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nciator,o. Wiederhold ."."""""""".". 612,885 
second-named transverse strips. These transverse strips �I��f�::, C.i�
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. ... .......... .. .. .. .....
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extend heyond the longitudinal strips, the projecting ��R�:���':. :rg�rcitc:;' r'§�rk�r,�S�n{i:: : ::: :::: �NSgr 
ends beiug parallel with adjacent vertical slits appeariug I Balloon, air, R. M. W. H. von Siegsfeld .. . . """" �12,!lII 6 
in the outer longitudinal strips. �:���� ��rl�W ��::,��;.��
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CLIPPING-HOLHER. _ CHARLES .Ill. SCHWARTZ, Bearin g for vehicle hubs, 1)all, W. J. Busse ........ �12 , 9&! 

Stanford University, Cal This design has as its leading ���8t����nfi. \�.fl'i'a-We:.r�
l
l���::::: : : : : : : :  :::::::::: m:��� 

feature connected covers and a flap extending from one �r;ic'l�'b';.e:k��'j,.�W.c8£�d�i���'. J:.�I���:::::::::.: �}�:��� 
end of one of the covers. Tbe clipping is attached to i B icycle brake. W. B. Marling" ...................... 613,165 

d d d · 
i Bicycl e driving gear. chainless, T. G. Salsbury .... 612,995 

tbe flap an fol e In any convement manner. Over the I B icycle driving mecb anism, W. J. S. Strange . . . . . . 612.U18 
folded clipping tbe covel' is bent. Upon the outside of Bjcycle handle. adju�table . . J. Hunter et a1. ..... . . 612,9b9 
the cover are written or printed the subject and source �lg�l� rUa;g�:ebg:j.r�er�/t����han·:::::::::::::: gmi<M 
of the iuclosed clippmg. The device is an improvement Bjcycle saddle, G. �. Leecb . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . .. . . ..... 61? 9? 2 
over the old form of preserving clippings, its simplicity �lggl� :����e

in�·I:at���IW�eIl:: B';yd' . . : .. ::::::::: ..... : �l�S� 
and cheapness being noteworthy. �i��;, ��:;r�;��:. ��
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BICYCLE HAND LE-BAR-RoGER B. EAMEE. Snuth �nri'Jo��:;t'\��\v'\��':,i'lr.·:en�o�������:::.:::: �R�� 

Framingham, Mass. TheJeading feature of this design Boat, life, W. C. Peters . . . . .... .. ..... . ... ... . ...... .  613,074 
consists of an L.sllRped member and an arm extending �gn��: p�e; J.tJ�M���l:�: .. " ........................ 612,909 
rearwardly and laterally at an augle to the stem of the L- Boiler b lowoff device. W. G. Tyson" . . , " "" " ... ' 613,0\\� 
shaped member. The reversible p08ition of the handlee ��g�: :gl���:r.1·l·�bh;ps

h
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. ::'. ::: ::::'.:::: �1�:�:J 
deserve. attention. While the handle-bar can bensed with Bor ing and mortising machine, W. J. Hutson ... .. 613,008 
hath hands, the inventor states that it can also be operated �gm�'s�g�;,';,��l
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with oue ham" au'l that when eo used increllf'ed control Bottle stopper. T, How;trd . . . . . . . . ,,': .............. 613,066 
is obtained. r qui l'Oed with thiS han.ne a bicycle can be 
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made to stand against a wall without danger of having Bottles; etc., machine for manufacturing, J. B. 
the frout wheel run back and npsetting the bicycle. Bou���aloider,Ti;"iiriggB:::.::::::: :: : :  :::: ::::: �1::g�� 

Box. See Annealing box. Mail box. Miter box. 
NOTE.-Copies of any of these patents will be furn- Box, W. D. Hamilton ........... .................... 613.033 

ished by Munn & Co. for 10 cents each. Please send �����n��n,:'I')�j:ra.;'deigmc
br�·C�e

m
er .............. 613,06

7 
the name of the patentee, title of the invention, and dllte I Brake. See Air brake. Bicycle brake. 
of this paper. 1 ���d'I'n���'l�'d}lb:.::iagIJ�ii;e8:::::::::::::::::::::: llU;E:f. 
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